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1Abstract
The concept of an agent has become important in both Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI)
and mainstream computer science. Our aim in this paper is to point the reader at
what we perceive to be the most important theoretical and practical issues associ-
ated with the design and construction of intelligent agents. For convenience, we
divide these issues into three areas (though as the reader will see, the divisions are
at times somewhat arbitrary). Agent theory is concerned with the question of what
an agent is, and the use of mathematical formalismsfor representingand reasoning
about the properties of agents. Agent architectures can be thought of as software
engineeringmodelsof agents; researchers in thisarea are primarilyconcerned with
the problem of designing software or hardware systems that will satisfy the prop-
erties speciﬁed by agent theorists. Finally, agent languages are software systems
for programming and experimenting with agents; these languages may embody
principles proposed by theorists. The paper is not intended to serve as a tutorial
introduction to all the issues mentioned; we hope instead simply to identify the
most important issues, and point to work that elaborates on them. The article
includes a short review of current and potential applications of agent technology.
21 Introduction
We begin our article with descriptions of three events that occur sometime in the future:
1. The key air-trafﬁc control systems in the country of Ruritania suddenly fail, due to freak
weather conditions. Fortunately, computerised air-trafﬁc control systems in neighbour-
ing countries negotiate between themselves to track and deal with all affected ﬂights,
and the potentially disastrous situation passes without major incident.
2. Uponloggingin to yourcomputer, you are presentedwith a list ofemail messages, sorted
intoorder of importanceby yourpersonal digitalassistant (PDA).You are then presented
with a similar list of news articles; the assistant draws your attention to one particular
article, which describes hitherto unknown work that is very close to your own. After an
electronic discussion with a number of other PDAs, your PDA has already obtained a
relevant technical report for you from an FTP site, in the anticipation that it will be of
interest.
3. You are editing a ﬁle, when your PDA requests your attention: an email message has
arrived, that contains notiﬁcation about a paper you sent to an important conference,
and the PDA correctly predicted that you would want to see it as soon as possible. The
paper has been accepted, and without prompting, the PDA begins to look into travel
arrangements, by consulting a number of databases and other networked information
sources. A short time later, you are presented with a summary of the cheapest and most
convenient travel options.
We shall not claim that computer systems of the sophistication indicated in these scenarios are
just around the corner, but serious academic researchis underway into similar applications: air-
trafﬁccontrol has long been a research domain in distributedartiﬁcialintelligence (DAI)(Steeb
et al., 1988); various types of information manager, that ﬁlter and obtain information on behalf
oftheir users, have been prototyped(Maes, 1994a); and systems such as those that appearin the
third scenario are discussed in (McGregor, 1992; Levy et al., 1994). The key computer-based
components that appear in each of the above scenarios are known as agents. It is interesting
to note that one way of deﬁning AI is by saying that it is the subﬁeld of computer science
which aims to construct agents that exhibit aspects of intelligent behaviour. The notion of an
‘agent’ is thus central to AI. It is perhaps surprising, therefore, that until the mid to late 1980s,
researchers from mainstream AI gave relatively little consideration to the issues surrounding
agent synthesis. Since then, however, there has been an intense ﬂowering of interest in the
subject: agents are now widely discussed by researchers in mainstream computer science, as
well as those working in data communications and concurrent systems research, robotics, and
user interface design. A British national daily paper recently predicted that:
3‘Agent-based computing (ABC) is likely to be the next signiﬁcant breakthrough
in software development.’ (Sargent, 1992)
Moreover, the UK-based consultancy ﬁrm Ovum has predicted that the agent technology in-
dustry would be worth some US$3.5 billion worldwide by the year 2000 (Houlder, 1994).
Researchers from both industry and academia are thus taking agent technology seriously: our
aim in this paper is to survey what we perceive to be the most important issues in the design
and construction of intelligent agents, of the type that might ultimately appear in applications
such as those suggested by the ﬁctional scenarios above. We begin our article, in the following
sub-section, with a discussion on the subject of exactly what an agent is.
1.a What is an Agent?
Carl Hewitt recently remarked1 that the question what is an agent? is embarrassing for the
agent-based computing community in just the same way that the question what is intelligence?
is embarrassing for the mainstream AI community. The problem is that although the term is
widely used, by many people working in closely related areas, it deﬁes attempts to produce
a single universally accepted deﬁnition. This need not necessarily be a problem: after all,
if many people are successfully developing interesting and useful applications, then it hardly
matters that they do not agree on potentially trivial terminological details. However, there is
also the danger that unless the issue is discussed, ‘agent’ might become a ‘noise’ term, subject
to both abuse and misuse, to the potential confusion of the research community. It is for this
reason that we brieﬂy consider the question.
We distinguish two general usages of the term ‘agent’: the ﬁrst is weak, and relatively
uncontentious; the second is stronger, and potentially more contentious.
A Weak Notion of Agency
Perhaps the most general way in which the term agent is used is to denote a hardware or (more
usually) software-based computer system that enjoys the following properties:
• autonomy: agents operate without the direct intervention of humans or others, and have
some kind of control over their actions and internal state (Castelfranchi, 1995);
• social ability: agents interact with other agents (and possibly humans) via some kind of
agent-communication language (Genesereth and Ketchpel, 1994);
• reactivity: agents perceive their environment, (which may be the physical world, a user
via a graphical user interface, a collection of other agents, the INTERNET, or perhaps all
of these combined), and respond in a timely fashion to changes that occur in it;
1At the thirteenth international workshop on distributed AI.
4• pro-activeness: agents do not simply act in response to their environment, they are able
to exhibit goal-directed behaviour by taking the initiative.
A simple way of conceptualising an agent is thus as a kind of UNIX-like software process, that
exhibits the properties listed above. This weak notion of agency has found currency with a
surprisingly wide range of researchers. For example, in mainstream computer science, the no-
tion of an agent as a self-contained, concurrently executing software process, that encapsulates
some state and is able to communicate with other agents via message passing, is seen as a nat-
ural development of the object-based concurrent programming paradigm (Agha, 1986; Agha
et al., 1993).
This weak notion of agency is also that used in the emerging discipline of agent-based
software engineering:
‘[Agents] communicate with their peers by exchanging messages in an expressive
agent communication language. While agents can be as simple as subroutines,
typically they are larger entities with some sort of persistent control.’ (Genesereth
and Ketchpel, 1994, p48)
A softbot (software robot) is a kind of agent:
‘A softbot is an agent that interacts with a software environment by issuing com-
mands and interpretingthe environment’s feedback. A softbot’s effectors are com-
mands (e.g., UNIX shell commands such as mv or compress) meant to change the
external environment’s state. A softbot’s sensors are commands (e.g., pwd or ls
in UNIX) meant to provide … information.’ (Etzioni et al., 1994, p10)
A Stronger Notion of Agency
For some researchers — particularlythose working in AI — the term ‘agent’ has a stronger and
morespeciﬁc meaningthanthatsketched outabove. These researchersgenerallymean anagent
to be a computer system that, in addition to having the properties identiﬁed above, is either
conceptualised or implemented using concepts that are more usually applied to humans. For
example, it is quite common in AI to characterise an agent using mentalistic notions, such as
knowledge, belief, intention, and obligation (Shoham, 1993). Some AI researchers have gone
further, and considered emotional agents (Bates et al., 1992a; Bates, 1994). (Lest the reader
suppose that this is just pointless anthropomorphism, it should be noted that there are good
arguments in favour of designing and building agents in terms of human-like mental states
— see section 2.) Another way of giving agents human-like attributes is to represent them
visually, perhaps by using a cartoon-like graphical icon or an animated face (Maes, 1994a,
p36) — for obvious reasons, such agents are of particular importance to those interested in
human-computer interfaces.
5Other Attributes of Agency
Various other attributes are sometimes discussed in the context of agency. For example:
• mobility is the ability of an agent to move around an electronic network (White, 1994);
• veracity is the assumption that an agent will not knowingly communicate false inform-
ation (Galliers, 1988b, pp159–164);
• benevolence is the assumption that agents do not have conﬂicting goals, and that every
agent will therefore always try to do what is asked of it (Rosenschein and Genesereth,
1985, p91); and
• rationality is (crudely) the assumption that an agent will act in order to achieve its goals,
and will not act in such a way as to prevent its goals being achieved — at least insofar
as its beliefs permit (Galliers, 1988b, pp49–54).
(A discussion of some of these notions is given below; various other attributes of agency are
formally deﬁned in (Goodwin, 1993).)
1.b The Structure of this Article
Now that we have at least a preliminary understanding of what an agent is, we can embark on
a more detailed look at their properties, and how we might go about constructing them. For
convenience, we identify three key issues, and structure our survey around these (cf. (Seel,
1989, p1)):
• Agent theories are essentially speciﬁcations. Agent theorists address such questions as:
How are we to conceptualise agents? What properties should agents have, and how are
we to formally represent and reason about these properties?
• Agent architectures represent the move from speciﬁcation to implementation. Those
working in the area of agent architectures address such questions as: How are we to
construct computer systems that satisfy the properties speciﬁed by agent theorists? What
software and/or hardware structures are appropriate? What is an appropriate separation
of concerns?
• Agent languages are programming languages that may embody the various principles
proposed by theorists. Those working in the area of agent languages address such ques-
tions as: How are we to program agents? What are the right primitives for this task?
How are we to effectively compile or execute agent programs?
6As we pointed out above, the distinctions between these three areas are occasionally unclear.
The issue of agent theories is discussed in the section 2. In section 3, we discuss architectures,
and in section 4, we discuss agent languages. A brief discussion of applications appears in
section 5, and some concluding remarks appear in section 6. Each of the three major sections
closes with a discussion, in which we give a brief critical review of current work and open
problems, and a section pointing the reader to further relevant reading.
Finally, some notes on the scope and aims of the article. First, it is important to realise that
we are writing very much from the point of view of AI, and the material we have chosen to
reviewclearlyreﬂects this bias. Secondly, the articleisnot aintended as areview ofDistributed
AI, although the material we discuss arguably falls under this banner. We have deliberately
avoided discussing what might be called the macro aspects of agent technology (i.e., those
issues relating to the agent society, rather than the individual (Gasser, 1991)), as these issues
are reviewed more thoroughly elsewhere (see (Bond and Gasser, 1988, pp1–56) and (Chaib-
draa et al., 1992)). Thirdly, we wish to reiterate that agent technology is, at the time of writing,
one of the most active areas of research in AI and computer science generally. Thus, work
on agent theories, architectures, and languages is very much ongoing. In particular, many of
the fundamental problems associated with agent technology can by no means be regarded as
solved. This article therefore represents only a snapshot of past and current work in the ﬁeld,
along with some tentative comments on open problems and suggestions for future work areas.
Our hope is that the article will introduce the reader to some of the different ways that agency
is treated in (D)AI, and in particular to current thinking on the theory and practice of such
agents.
2 Agent Theories
In the preceding section, we gave an informal overview of the notion of agency. In this section,
we turn our attention to the theory of such agents, and in particular, to formal theories. We
regard an agent theory as a speciﬁcation for an agent; agent theorists develop formalisms for
representing the properties of agents, and using these formalisms, try to develop theories that
capture desirable properties of agents. Our starting point is the notion of an agent as an entity
‘which appears to be the subject of beliefs, desires, etc.’ (Seel, 1989, p1). The philosopher
Dennett has coined the term intentional system to denote such systems.
2.a Agents as Intentional Systems
When explaining human activity, it is often useful to make statements such as the following:
Janine took her umbrella because she believed it was going to rain.
Michael worked hard because he wanted to possess a PhD.
7These statements make use of a folk psychology, by which human behaviour is predicted and
explained through the attribution of attitudes, such as believing and wanting (as in the above
examples), hoping, fearing, and so on. This folk psychology is well established: most people
reading the above statements would say they found their meaning entirely clear, and would not
give them a second glance.
The attitudes employed in such folk psychological descriptions are called the intentional
notions. The philosopher Daniel Dennett has coined the term intentional system to describe
entities ‘whose behaviour can be predicted by the method of attributing belief, desires and
rational acumen’ (Dennett, 1987, p49). Dennett identiﬁes different ‘grades’ of intentional
system:
‘A ﬁrst-order intentional system has beliefs and desires (etc.) but no beliefs and
desires about beliefs and desires. … A second-order intentional system is more
sophisticated; it has beliefs and desires (and no doubt other intentional states)
about beliefs and desires (and other intentional states) — both those of others and
its own’. (Dennett, 1987, p243)
One can carry on this hierarchy of intentionality as far as required.
An obvious question is whether it is legitimate or useful to attribute beliefs, desires, and so
on, to artiﬁcial agents. Isn’t this just anthropomorphism? McCarthy, among others, has argued
that there are occasions when the intentional stance is appropriate:
‘To ascribe beliefs, free will, intentions, consciousness, abilities,o rwants to a ma-
chine is legitimate when such an ascription expresses the same information about
the machine that it expresses about a person. It is useful when the ascription helps
us understand the structure of the machine, its past or future behaviour, or how to
repairor improveit. Itis perhaps neverlogically requiredeven forhumans, but ex-
pressing reasonably brieﬂy what is actually known about the state of the machine
in a particular situation may require mental qualities or qualities isomorphic to
them. Theories of belief, knowledge and wanting can be constructed for machines
in a simpler setting than for humans, and later applied to humans. Ascription of
mental qualities is most straightforward for machines of known structure such as
thermostats and computer operating systems, but is most useful when applied to
entities whose structure is incompletely known’. (McCarthy, 1978), (quoted in
(Shoham, 1990))
What objects can be described by the intentional stance? As it turns out, more or less anything
can. In his doctoral thesis, Seel showed that even very simple, automata-like objects can be
consistently ascribed intentional descriptions (Seel, 1989); similar work by Rosenschein and
Kaelbling, (albeit with a different motivation), arrived at a similar conclusion (Rosenschein
and Kaelbling, 1986). For example, consider a light switch:
8‘Itis perfectly coherentto treata lightswitch as a (verycooperative) agent with the
capability of transmitting current at will, who invariably transmits current when
it believes that we want it transmitted and not otherwise; ﬂicking the switch is
simply our way of communicating our desires’. (Shoham, 1990, p6)
And yet most adults would ﬁnd such a description absurd — perhaps even infantile. Why is
this? The answer seems to be thatwhilethe intentionalstance descriptionis perfectlyconsistent
with the observed behaviour of a light switch, and is internally consistent,
‘… it does not buy us anything, since we essentially understand the mechanism
sufﬁciently to have a simpler, mechanistic description of its behaviour’. (Shoham,
1990, p6)
Put crudely, the more we know about a system, the less we need to rely on animistic, inten-
tional explanations of its behaviour. However, with very complex systems, even if a complete,
accurate picture of the system’s architecture and working is available, a mechanistic, design
stance explanation of its behaviour may not be practicable. Consider a computer. Although we
might have a complete technical description of a computer available, it is hardly practicable to
appeal to such a description when explaining why a menu appears when we click a mouse on
an icon. In such situations, it may be more appropriate to adopt an intentional stance descrip-
tion, if that description is consistent, and simpler than the alternatives. The intentional notions
are thus abstraction tools, which provide us with a convenient and familiar way of describing,
explaining, and predicting the behaviour of complex systems.
Being an intentional system seems to be a necessary condition for agenthood, but is it a
sufﬁcientcondition? In his Master’s thesis, Shardlowtrawledthroughthe literatureof cognitive
science and its component disciplines in an attempt to ﬁnd a unifying concept that underlies
the notion of agenthood. He was forced to the following conclusion:
‘Perhaps there is something more to an agent than its capacity for beliefs and
desires, but whatever that thing is, it admits no uniﬁed account within cognitive
science’. (Shardlow, 1990)
So, an agent is a system that is most conveniently described by the intentional stance; one
whose simplest consistent description requires the intentional stance. Before proceeding, it
is worth considering exactly which attitudes are appropriate for representing agents. For the
purposes of this survey, the two most important categories are information attitudes and pro-
attitudes:
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…
Thus information attitudes are related to the information that an agent has about the world it
occupies, whereas pro-attitudes are those that in some way guide the agent’s actions. Precisely
which combination of attitudes is most appropriate to characterise an agent is, as we shall see
later, an issue of some debate. However, it seems reasonable to suggest that an agent must be
represented in terms of at least one information attitude, and at least one pro-attitude. Note
that pro- and information attitudes are closely linked, as a rational agent will make choices
and form intentions, etc., on the basis of the information it has about the world. Much work in
agent theory is concerned with sorting out exactly what the relationship between the different
attitudes is.
The next step is to investigate methods for representing and reasoning about intentional
notions.
2.b Representing Intentional Notions
Suppose one wishes to reason about intentional notions in a logical framework. Consider the
following statement (after (Genesereth and Nilsson, 1987, pp210–211)):
Janine believes Cronos is the father of Zeus. (1)
A naive attempt to translate (1) into ﬁrst-order logic might result in the following:
Bel(Janine,Father(Zeus,Cronos)) (2)
Unfortunately, this naive translation does not work, for two reasons. The ﬁrst is syntactic: the
second argument to the Bel predicate is a formula of ﬁrst-order logic, and is not, therefore, a
term. So (2) is not a well-formed formula of classical ﬁrst-order logic. The second problem is
semantic, and is potentially more serious. The constants Zeus and Jupiter, by any reasonable
interpretation, denote the same individual: the supreme deity of the classical world. It is
therefore acceptable to write, in ﬁrst-order logic:
(Zeus = Jupiter). (3)
Given (2) and (3), the standard rules of ﬁrst-order logic would allow the derivation of the
following:
Bel(Janine,Father(Jupiter,Cronos)) (4)
10But intuition rejects this derivation as invalid: believing that the father of Zeus is Cronos
is not the same as believing that the father of Jupiter is Cronos. So what is the problem?
Why does ﬁrst-order logic fail here? The problem is that the intentional notions — such as
belief and desire — are referentially opaque, in that they set up opaque contexts, in which
the standard substitution rules of ﬁrst-order logic do not apply. In classical (propositional or
ﬁrst-order) logic, the denotation, or semantic value, of an expression is dependent solely on
the denotations of its sub-expressions. For example, the denotation of the propositional logic
formula p ∧ q is a function of the truth-values of p and q. The operators of classical logic are
thus said to be truth functional. In contrast, intentional notions such as belief are not truth
functional. It is surely not the case that the truth value of the sentence:
Janine believes p (5)
is dependent solely on the truth-value ofp2. So substituting equivalents into opaque contexts is
not going to preserve meaning. This is what is meant by referential opacity. Clearly, classical
logics are not suitable in theirstandard formforreasoning aboutintentional notions: alternative
formalisms are required.
The number of basic techniques used for alternative formalisms is quite small. Recall,
from the discussion above, that there are two problems to be addressed in developing a lo-
gical formalism for intentional notions: a syntactic one, and a semantic one. It follows that
any formalism can be characterized in terms of two independent attributes: its language of
formulation, and semantic model (Konolige, 1986a, p83).
There are two fundamental approaches to the syntactic problem. The ﬁrst is to use a modal
language, which contains non-truth-functional modal operators, which are applied to formu-
lae. An alternative approach involves the use of a meta-language: a many-sorted ﬁrst-order
language containing terms that denote formulae of some other object-language. Intentional
notions can be represented using a meta-language predicate, and given whatever axiomatiza-
tion is deemed appropriate. Both of these approaches have their advantages and disadvantages,
and will be discussed in the sequel.
As with the syntactic problem, there are two basic approaches to the semantic problem.
The ﬁrst, best-known, and probably most widely used approach is to adopt a possible worlds
semantics, where an agent’s beliefs, knowledge, goals, and so on, are characterized as a set
of so-called possible worlds, with an accessibility relation holding between them. Possible
worlds semantics have an associated correspondence theory which makes them an attractive
mathematical tool to work with (Chellas, 1980). However, they also have many associated
difﬁculties, notably the well-known logical omniscience problem, which implies that agents
are perfect reasoners (we discuss this problem in more detail below). A number of variations
on the possible-worlds theme have been proposed, in an attempt to retain the correspondence
theory, but without logical omniscience. The commonest alternative to the possible worlds
2Note, however, that the sentence (5) is itself a proposition, in that its denotation is the value true or false.
11model for belief is to use a sentential,o rinterpreted symbolic structures approach. In this
scheme, beliefs are viewed as symbolic formulae explicitly represented in a data structure
associated with an agent. An agent then believes ϕ if ϕ is present in its belief data structure.
Despite its simplicity, the sentential model works well under certain circumstances (Konolige,
1986a).
In the subsections that follow, we discuss various approaches in some more detail. We
begin with a close look at the basic possible worlds model for logics of knowledge (epistemic
logics) and logics of belief (doxastic logics).
2.c Possible Worlds Semantics
The possible worlds model for logics of knowledge and belief was originally proposed by
Hintikka (Hintikka, 1962), and is now most commonly formulated in a normal modal logic
using the techniques developed by Kripke (Kripke, 1963)3. Hintikka’s insight was to see that
an agent’s beliefs could be characterized as a set of possible worlds, in the following way.
Consider an agent playing a card game such as poker4. In this game, the more one knows
about the cards possessed by one’s opponents, the better one is able to play. And yet complete
knowledge of an opponent’s cards is generally impossible, (if one excludes cheating). The
ability to play poker well thus depends, at least in part, on the ability to deduce what cards are
heldbyanopponent, giventhe limitedinformationavailable. Nowsuppose ouragentpossessed
the ace of spades. Assuming the agent’s sensory equipment was functioningnormally, it would
be rationalof her to believe thatshe possessed this card. Now suppose she were to tryto deduce
what cards were held by her opponents. This could be done by ﬁrst calculating all the various
differentways that thecards inthe pack could possibly have been distributedamongthe various
players. (This is not being proposed as an actual card playing strategy, but for illustration!)
For argument’s sake, suppose that each possible conﬁguration is described on a separate piece
of paper. Once the process was complete, our agent can then begin to systematically eliminate
from this large pile of paper all those conﬁgurations which are not possible, given what she
knows. For example, any conﬁguration in which she did not possess the ace of spades could
be rejected immediately as impossible. Call each piece of paper remaining after this process a
world. Each world represents one state of affairs considered possible, given what she knows.
Hintikka coined the term epistemic alternatives to describe the worlds possible given one’s
beliefs. Something true in all our agent’s epistemic alternatives could be said to be believed
by the agent. For example, it will be true in all our agent’s epistemic alternatives that she has
the ace of spades.
On a ﬁrst reading, this seems a peculiarly roundabout way of characterizing belief, but
3In Hintikka’s original work, he used a technique based on ‘model sets’, which is equivalent to Kripke’s
formalism, though less elegant. See (Hughes and Cresswell, 1968, pp351–352) for a comparison and discussion
of the two techniques.
4This example was adapted from (Halpern, 1987).
12it has two advantages. First, it remains neutral on the subject of the cognitive structure of
agents. It certainly doesn’t posit any internalized collection of possible worlds. It is just a
convenient way of characterizing belief. Second, the mathematical theory associated with the
formalization of possible worlds is extremely appealing (see below).
The next step is to show how possible worlds may be incorporated into the semantic frame-
work of a logic. Epistemic logics are usually formulated as normal modal logics using the
semantics developed by Kripke (Kripke, 1963). Before moving on to explicitly epistemic lo-
gics, we consider a simple normal modal logic. This logic is essentially classical propositional
logic, extended by the addition of two operators: ‘ ’ (necessarily), and ‘
￿’ (possibly). Let
Prop =
fp,q,…
g be a countable set of atomic propositions. Then the syntax of the logic is
deﬁned by the following rules: (i) if p ∈ Prop then p is a formula; (ii) if ϕ,ψ are formulae,
then so are ¬ϕ and ϕ ∨ ψ; and (iii) if ϕ is a formula then so are ϕ and
￿ϕ. The operators
‘¬’ (not) and ‘∨’ (or) have their standard meanings. The remaining connectives of classical
propositional logic can be deﬁned as abbreviations in the usual way. The formula ϕ is read:
‘necessarily ϕ’, and the formula
￿ϕ is read: ‘possibly ϕ’. The semantics of the modal con-
nectives are given by introducing an accessibility relation into models for the language. This
relation deﬁnes what worlds are considered accessible from every other world. The formula
ϕ is then true if ϕ is true in every world accessible from the current world;
￿ϕ is true if ϕ
is true in at least one world accessible from the current world. The two modal operators are
duals of each other, in the sense that the universal and existential quantiﬁers of ﬁrst-orderlogic
are duals:
ϕ ⇔¬
￿¬ϕ
￿ϕ ⇔¬ ¬ϕ.
It would thus have been possible to take either one as primitive, and introduce the other as
a derived operator. The two basic properties of this logic are as follows. First, the following
axiom schema is valid: (ϕ ⇒ ψ)⇒( ϕ ⇒ ψ). This axiom is called K, in honour of
Kripke. The second property is as follows: if ϕ is valid, then ϕ is valid. Now, since K is
valid, it will be a theorem of any complete axiomatization of normal modal logic. Similarly,
the second property will appear as a rule of inference in any axiomatization of normal modal
logic; it is generally called the necessitation rule. These two properties turn out to be the most
problematic features of normal modal logics when they are used as logics of knowledge/belief
(this point will be examined later).
The most intriguing properties of normal modal logics follow from the properties of the
accessibility relation, R, in models. To illustrate these properties, consider the followingaxiom
schema: ϕ ⇒ ϕ. It turns out that this axiom is characteristic of the class of models with a
reﬂexive accessibility relation. (By characteristic, we mean that it is true in all and only those
models in the class.) There are a host of axioms which correspond to certain properties of R:
the study of the way that properties of R correspond to axioms is called correspondence theory.
For our present purposes, we identify just four axioms: the axiom called T, (which corresponds
13to a reﬂexive accessibility relation); D (serial accessibility relation); 4 (transitive accessibility
relation); and 5 (euclidean accessibility relation):
T ϕ ⇒ ϕ D ϕ ⇒
￿ϕ
4 ϕ ⇒ ϕ 5
￿ϕ ⇒
￿ϕ.
The results of correspondence theory make it straightforwardto derive completeness results for
a range of simple normal modal logics. These results provide a useful point of comparison for
normal modal logics, and account in a large part for the popularity of this style of semantics.
To use the logic developed above as an epistemic logic, the formula ϕ is read as: ‘it is
known that ϕ’. The worlds in the model are interpreted as epistemic alternatives, the access-
ibility relation deﬁnes what the alternatives are from any given world.
The logic deﬁned above deals with the knowledge of a single agent. To deal with multi-
agent knowledge, one adds to a model structure an indexed set of accessibility relations, one
for each agent. The language is then extended by replacing the single modal operator ‘ ’b y
an indexed set of unary modal operators
fKi
g, where i ∈
f1,…,n
g. The formula Kiϕ is read:
‘i knows that ϕ’. Each operator Ki is given exactly the same properties as ‘ ’.
The next step is to consider how well normal modal logic serves as a logic of know-
ledge/belief. Consider ﬁrst the necessitation rule and axiom K, since any normal modal system
is committed to these. The necessitation rule tells us that an agent knows all valid formulae.
Amongst other things, this means an agent knows all propositional tautologies. Since there
are an inﬁnite number of these, an agent will have an inﬁnite number of items of knowledge:
immediately, one is faced with a counter-intuitive property of the knowledge operator. Now
consider the axiom K, which says that an agent’s knowledge is closed under implication. To-
gether with the necessitation rule, this axiom implies that an agent’s knowledge is closed under
logical consequence: an agent believes all the logical consequences of its beliefs. This also
seems counter intuitive. For example, suppose, like every good logician, our agent knows
Peano’s axioms. Now Fermat’s last theorem follows from Peano’s axioms — but it took the
combined efforts of some of the best minds over the past century to prove it. Yet if our agent’s
beliefs are closed under logical consequence, then our agent must know it. So consequential
closure, implied by necessitation and the K axiom, seems an overstrong property for resource
bounded reasoners.
These two problems — that of knowing all valid formulae, and that of knowledge/belief
being closed under logical consequence — together constitute the famous logical omniscience
problem. It has been widely argued that this problem makes the possible worlds model unsuit-
able for representing resource bounded believers — and any real system is resource bounded.
Axioms for Knowledge and Belief
Wenowconsidertheappropriatenessoftheaxioms D,T, 4, and5forlogicsofknowledge/belief.
The axiom D says that an agent’s beliefs are non-contradictory; it can be re-written as: Kiϕ ⇒
14¬Ki¬ϕ, which is read: ‘ifi knows ϕ, then i doesn’t know¬ϕ’. This axiom seems a reasonable
property of knowledge/belief. The axiom T is often called the knowledge axiom, since it says
that what is known is true. It is usually accepted as the axiom that distinguishes knowledge
from belief: it seems reasonable that one could believe something that is false, but one would
hesitate to say that one could know something false. Knowledge is thus often deﬁned as true
belief: i knows ϕ if i believes ϕ and ϕ is true. So deﬁned, knowledge satisﬁes T. Axiom 4 is
called the positive introspection axiom. Introspection is the process of examining one’s own
beliefs, and is discussed in detail in (Konolige, 1986a, Chapter 5). The positive introspection
axiom says that an agent is aware of what it knows. Similarly, axiom 5 is the negative in-
trospection axiom, which says that an agent is aware of what it doesn’t know. Positive and
negative introspection together imply an agent has perfect knowledge about what it does and
doesn’t know (cf. (Konolige, 1986a, Equation (5.11), p79)). Whether or not the two types
of introspection are appropriate properties for knowledge/belief is the subject of some debate.
However, it is generally accepted that positive introspection is a less demanding property than
negative introspection, and is thus a more reasonable property for resource bounded reasoners.
Given the comments above, the axioms KTD45 are often chosen as a logic of (idealised)
knowledge, and KD45 as a logic of (idealised) belief.
2.d Alternatives to the Possible Worlds Model
As a result of the difﬁculties with logical omniscience, many researchers have attempted to
develop alternative formalisms for representing belief. Some of these are attempts to adapt the
basic possible worlds model; others represent signiﬁcant departures from it. In the subsections
that follow, we examine some of these attempts.
Levesque — belief and awareness
In a 1984 paper, Levesque proposed a solution to the logical omniscience problem that in-
volves making a distinction between explicit and implicit belief (Levesque, 1984). Crudely,
the idea is that an agent has a relatively small set of explicit beliefs, and a very much larger
(inﬁnite) set of implicit beliefs, which includes the logical consequences of the explicit be-
liefs. To formalise this idea, Levesque developed a logic with two operators; one each for
implicit and explicit belief. The semantics of the explicit belief operator were given in terms
of a weakened possible worlds semantics, by borrowing some ideas from situation semantics
(Barwise and Perry, 1983; Devlin, 1991). The semantics of the implicit belief operator were
given in terms of a standard possible worlds approach. A number of objections have been
raised to Levesque’s model (Reichgelt, 1989b, p135): ﬁrst, it does not allow quantiﬁcation —
this drawback has been rectiﬁed by Lakemeyer (Lakemeyer, 1991); second, it does not seem
to allow for nested beliefs; third, the notion of a situation, which underlies Levesque’s logic is,
if anything, more mysterious than the notion of a world in possible worlds; and fourth, under
15certain circumstances, Levesque’s proposal still makes unrealistic predictions about agent’s
reasoning capabilities.
In an effort to recover from this last negative result, Fagin and Halpern have developed
a ‘logic of general awareness’, based on a similar idea to Levesque’s but with a very much
simpler semantics (Fagin and Halpern, 1985). However, this proposal has itself been criticised
by some (Konolige, 1986b).
Konolige — the deduction model
A more radical approach to modelling resource bounded believers was proposed by Konolige
(Konolige, 1986a). His deduction model of belief is, in essence, a direct attempt to model
the ‘beliefs’ of symbolic AI systems. Konolige observed that a typical knowledge-based sys-
tem has two key components: a database of symbolically represented ‘beliefs’, (which may
take the form of rules, frames, semantic nets, or, more generally, formulae in some logical
language), and some logically incomplete inference mechanism. Konolige modelled such sys-
tems in terms of deduction structures. A deduction structure is a pair d = (∆,ρ), where ∆ is a
base set of formula in some logical language, and ρ is a set of inference rules, (which may be
logically incomplete), representing the agent’s reasoning mechanism. To simplify the form-
alism, Konolige assumed that an agent would apply its inference rules wherever possible, in
order to generate the deductive closure of its base beliefs under its deduction rules. We model
deductive closure in a function close:
close((∆,ρ))
def =
fϕ |∆
 ρ ϕ
g
where ∆
 ρ ϕ means that ϕ can be proved from ∆ using only the rules in ρ. A belief logic can
then be deﬁned, with the semantics to a modal belief connective [i], where i is an agent, given
in terms of the deduction structure di modelling i’s belief system: [i]ϕ iff ϕ ∈ close(di).
Konolige went on to examine the properties of the deduction model at some length, and
developed a variety of proof methods for his logics, including resolution and tableau systems
(Geissler and Konolige, 1986). The deduction model is undoubtedly simple; however, as a
direct model of the belief systems of AI agents, it has much to commend it.
Meta-languages and syntactic modalities
Ameta-languageis oneinwhichit ispossible torepresentthepropertiesofanotherlanguage. A
ﬁrst-order meta-language is a ﬁrst-order logic, with the standard predicates, quantiﬁers, terms,
and so on, whose domain contains formulaeofsome other language, called theobject language.
Using a meta-language, it is possible to represent a relationship between a meta-language term
denotingan agent, and an object language termdenoting some formula. Forexample, the meta-
language formula Bel(Janine,
d Father(Zeus,Cronos)
e) might be used to represent the example
16(1) that we saw earlier. The quote marks,
d …
e, are used to indicate that their contents are a
meta-language term denoting the corresponding object-language formula.
Unfortunately, meta-language formalisms have their own package of problems, not the
least of which is that they tend to fall prey to inconsistency (Montague, 1963; Thomason,
1980). However, there have been some fairly successful meta-language formalisms, including
those by Konolige (Konolige, 1982), Haas (Haas, 1986), Morgenstern (Morgenstern, 1987),
and Davies (Davies, 1993). Some results on retrieving consistency appeared in the late 1980s
(Perlis, 1985; Perlis, 1988; des Rivieres and Levesque, 1986; Turner, 1990).
2.e Pro-attitudes: Goals and Desires
An obvious approach to developing a logic of goals or desires is to adapt possible worlds
semantics — see, e.g., (Cohen and Levesque, 1990a; Wooldridge, 1994). In this view, each
goal-accessible world represents one way the world might be if the agent’s goals were realised.
However, this approachfalls prey to theside effectproblem, inthat it predicts thatagents have a
goal of the logical consequences of their goals (cf. the logical omniscience problem, discussed
above). This is not a desirable property: one might have a goal of going to the dentist, with
the necessary consequence of suffering pain, without having a goal of suffering pain. The
problem is discussed, (in the context of intentions), in (Bratman, 1990). The basic possible
worlds model has been adapted by some researchers in an attempt to overcome this problem
(Wainer, 1994). Other, related semantics for goals have been proposed (Doyle et al., 1991;
Kiss and Reichgelt, 1992; Rao and Georgeff, 1991b).
2.f Theories of Agency
All of the formalisms considered so far have focussed on just one aspect of agency. However,
it is to be expected that a realistic agent theory will be represented in a logical framework that
combines these various components. Additionally, we expect an agent logic to be capable of
representing the dynamic aspects of agency. A complete agent theory, expressed in a logic
with these properties, must deﬁne how the attributes of agency are related. For example, it
will need to show how an agent’s information and pro-attitudes are related; how an agent’s
cognitive state changes over time; how the environment affects an agent’s cognitive state; and
how an agent’s information and pro-attitudes lead it to performactions. Giving a good account
of these relationships is the most signiﬁcant problem faced by agent theorists.
An all-embracing agent theory is some time off, and yet signiﬁcant steps have been taken
towards it. In the following subsections, we brieﬂy review some of this work.
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Moore was in many ways a pioneer of the use of logics for capturing aspects of agency (Moore,
1990). His main concern was the study ofknowledge pre-conditions for actions — the question
of what an agent needs to know in order to be able to perform some action. He formalised
a model of ability in a logic containing a modality for knowledge, and a dynamic logic-like
apparatus for modelling action (cf. (Harel, 1984)). This formalism allowed for the possibility
of an agent having incomplete information about how to achieve some goal, and performing
actions in order to ﬁnd out how to achieve it. Critiques of the formalism (and attempts to
improve on it) may be found in (Morgenstern, 1987; Lesp´ erance, 1989).
Cohen and Levesque — intention
One of the best-known and most inﬂuential contributions to the area of agent theory is due to
Cohen and Levesque (Cohen and Levesque, 1990a). Their formalism was originally used to
developa theoryofintention(as in‘Iintendto…’), which theauthorsrequiredas apre-requisite
for a theory of speech acts (Cohen and Levesque, 1990b). However, the logic has subsequently
proved to be so useful for reasoning about agents that it has been used in an analysis of conﬂict
and cooperation in multi-agent dialogue (Galliers, 1988b; Galliers, 1988a), as well as several
studies in the theoretical foundations of cooperative problem solving (Levesque et al., 1990;
Jennings, 1992; Castelfranchi, 1990; Castelfranchi et al., 1992). Here, we shall review its use
in developing a theory of intention.
Following Bratman, (Bratman, 1987; Bratman, 1990), Cohen and Levesque identify seven
properties that must be satisﬁed by a reasonable theory of intention:
1. Intentions pose problems for agents, who need to determine ways of achieving them.
2. Intentions provide a ‘ﬁlter’ for adopting other intentions, which must not conﬂict.
3. Agents track the success of their intentions, and are inclined to try again if their attempts
fail.
4. Agents believe their intentions are possible.
5. Agents do not believe they will not bring about their intentions.
6. Under certain circumstances, agents believe they will bring about their intentions.
7. Agents need not intend all the expected side effects of their intentions.
Given these criteria, Cohen and Levesque adopt a two-tiered approach to the problem of form-
alizing intention. First, they construct a logic of rational agency, ‘being careful to sort out the
relationships among the basic modal operators’ (Cohen and Levesque, 1990a, p221). Over this
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of rational action’ (Cohen and Levesque, 1990a, p221); intention is one of these constructs.
The ﬁrst major derived construct is the persistent goal. An agent has a persistent goal of
ϕ iff:
1. It has a goal that ϕ eventually becomes true, and believes that ϕ is not currently true.
2. Before it drops the goal ϕ, one of the following conditions must hold: (i) the agent
believes ϕ has been satisﬁed; or (ii) the agent believes ϕ will never be satisﬁed.
It is a small step from persistent goals to a ﬁrst deﬁnition of intention, as in ‘intending to act’:
an agent intends to do action α iff it has a persistent goal to have brought about a state wherein
it believed it was about to do α, and then did α. Cohen and Levesque go on to show how
such a deﬁnition meets many of Bratman’s criteria for a theory of intention (outlined above).
A critique of Cohen and Levesque’s theory of intention may be found in (Singh, 1992).
Rao and Georgeff — belief, desire, intention architectures
As we observed earlier, there is no clear consensus in either the AI or philosophy communities
about precisely which combination of information and pro-attitudes are best suited to charac-
terising rational agents. In the work of Cohen and Levesque, described above, just two basic
attitudes were used: beliefs and goals. Further attitudes, such as intention, were deﬁned in
terms of these. In related work, Rao and Georgeff have developed a logical framework for
agent theory based on three primitive modalities: beliefs, desires, and intentions (Rao and
Georgeff, 1991b; Rao and Georgeff, 1991a; Rao and Georgeff, 1993). Their formalism is
based on a branching model of time, (cf. (Emerson and Halpern, 1986)), in which belief-,
desire- and intention-accessible worlds are themselves branching time structures.
They areparticularlyconcernedwiththe notionofrealism— thequestion ofhowan agent’s
beliefs about the future affect its desires and intentions. In other work, they also consider the
potential for adding (social) plans to their formalism (Rao and Georgeff, 1992b; Kinny et al.,
1992).
Singh
A quite different approach to modelling agents was taken by Singh, who has developed an
interesting family of logics for representing intentions, beliefs, knowledge, know-how, and
communicationin a branching-timeframework(Singh, 1990b; Singh, 1991a; Singh and Asher,
1991; Singh, 1991b); these articles are collected and expanded in (Singh, 1994). Singh’s form-
alism is extremely rich, and considerable effort has been devoted to establishing its properties.
However, its complexity prevents a detailed discussion here.
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In an extensive sequence of papers, Werner has laid the foundations of a general model of
agency, which draws upon work in economics, game theory, situated automata theory, situation
semantics, and philosophy (Werner, 1988; Werner, 1989; Werner, 1990; Werner, 1991). At the
time of writing, however, the properties of this model have not been investigated in depth.
Wooldridge — modelling multi-agent systems
For his 1992 doctoral thesis, Wooldridge developed a family of logics for representing the
properties of multi-agent systems (Wooldridge, 1992; Wooldridge and Fisher, 1992). Unlike
the approaches cited above, Wooldridge’s aim was not to develop a general framework for
agent theory. Rather, he hoped to construct formalisms that might be used in the speciﬁcation
and veriﬁcation of realistic multi-agent systems. To this end, he developed a simple, and in
some sense general, model of multi-agent systems, and showed how the histories traced out in
the execution of such a system could be used as the semantic foundation for a family of both
linear and branching time temporal belief logics. He then gave examples of how these logics
could be used in the speciﬁcation and veriﬁcation of protocols for cooperative action.
2.g Communication
Formalisms for representing communication in agent theory have tended to be based onspeech
act theory, as originated by Austin (Austin, 1962), and further developed by Searle (Searle,
1969) and others (Cohen and Perrault, 1979; Cohen and Levesque, 1990a). Brieﬂy, the key
axiom of speech act theory is that communicative utterances are actions, in just the sense that
physical actions are. They are performed by a speaker with the intention of bringing about
a desired change in the world: typically, the speaker intends to bring about some particular
mental state in a listener. Speech acts may fail in the same way that physical actions may fail:
a listener generally has control over her mental state, and cannot be guaranteed to react in the
way that the speaker intends. Much work in speech act theory has been devoted to classifying
the various different types of speech acts. Perhaps the two most widely recognised categories
of speech acts are representatives (of which informingis the paradigm example), and directives
(of which requesting is the paradigm example).
Although not directly based on work in speech acts, (and arguably more to do with ar-
chitectures than theories), we shall here mention work on agent communication languages
(Genesereth and Ketchpel, 1994). The best known work on agent communication languages
is that by the ARPA knowledge sharing effort (Patil et al., 1992). This work has been largely
devoted to developing two related languages: the knowledge query and manipulation language
(KQML) and the knowledge interchange format (KIF). KQML provides the agent designer with
a standard syntax for messages, and a number of performatives that deﬁne the force of a mes-
sage. Example performatives includetell, perform, and reply; the inspiration for these message
20types comes largely from speech act theory. KIF provides a syntax for message content — KIF
is essentially the ﬁrst-order predicate calculus, recast in a LISP-like syntax.
2.h Discussion
Formalismsfor reasoningabout agents have come a long way since Hintikka’spioneering work
on logics of knowledge and belief (Hintikka, 1962). Within AI, perhaps the main emphasis of
subsequent work has been on attempting to develop formalisms that capture the relationship
between the various elements that comprise an agent’s cognitive state; the paradigm example
of this work is the well-known theory of intention developed by Cohen and Levesque (Cohen
and Levesque, 1990a). Despite the very real progress that has been made, there still remain
many fairly fundamental problems and issues still outstanding.
On a technical level, we can identify a number of issues that remain open. First, the
problems associated with possible worlds semantics (notably, logical omniscience) cannot be
regarded as solved. As we observed above, possible worlds remain the semantics of choice
for many researchers, and yet they do not in general represent a realistic model of agents with
limited resources — and of course all real agents are resource-bounded. One solution is to
ground possible worlds semantics, giving them a precise interpretation in terms of the world.
This was the approach taken in Rosenschein and Kaelbling’s situated automata paradigm, and
can be very successful. However, it is not clear how such a grounding could be given to pro-
attitudes such as desires or intentions (although some attempts have been made (Singh, 1990a;
Wooldridge, 1992; Werner, 1990)). There is obviously much work remaining to be done on
formalisms for knowledge and belief, in particular in the area of modelling resource bounded
reasoners.
Withrespect tologics thatcombinedifferentattitudes, perhaps the mostimportantproblems
still outstanding relate to intention. In particular, the relationship between intention and action
has not been formally represented in a satisfactory way. The problem seems to be that having
an intention to act makes it more likely that an agent will act, but does not generally guarantee
it. While it seems straightforwardto build systems that appear to have intentions, (Wooldridge,
1995), it seems much harder to capture this relationship formally. Other problems that have
not yet really been addressed in the literature include the management of multiple, possibly
conﬂicting intentions, and the formation, scheduling, and reconsideration of intentions.
The question of exactly which combination of attitudes is required to characterise an agent
is also the subject of some debate. As we observed above, a currently popular approach is
to use a combination of beliefs, desires, and intentions (hence BDI architectures (Rao and
Georgeff, 1991b)). However, there are alternatives: Shoham, for example, suggests that the
notion of choice is more fundamental (Shoham, 1990). Comparatively little work has yet
been done on formally comparing the suitability of these various combinations. One might
draw a parallel with the use of temporal logics in mainstream computer science, where the
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and Halpern, 1986). Perhaps the obvious requirement for the short term is experimentation
with real agent speciﬁcations, in order to gain a better understanding of the relative merits of
different formalisms.
Moregenerally, thekinds oflogics used in agent theorytend tobe ratherelaborate, typically
containing many modalities which interact with each other in subtle ways. Very little work has
yet been carried out on the theory underlying such logics (perhaps the only notable exception
is (Catach, 1988)). Until the general principles and limitations of such multi-modal logics
become understood, we might expect that progress with using such logics will be slow. One
area in which work is likely to be done in the near future is theorem proving techniques for
multi-modal logics.
Finally, there is often some confusion about the role played by a theory of agency. The
view we take is that such theories representspeciﬁcations for agents. The advantage of treating
agent theoriesas speciﬁcations, and agentlogics as speciﬁcation languages, is that the problems
and issues we then face are familiar from the discipline of software engineering: How useful
or expressive is the speciﬁcation language? How concise are agent speciﬁcations? How does
one reﬁne or otherwise transform a speciﬁcation into an implementation? However, the view
of agent theories as speciﬁcations is not shared by all researchers. Some intend their agent
theories to be used as knowledge representation formalisms, which raises the difﬁcult problem
of algorithms to reason with such theories. Still others intend their work to formalise a concept
of interest in cognitive science or philosophy (this is, of course, what Hintikka intended in his
early work on logics of knowledge of belief). What is clear is that it is important to be precise
about the role one expects an agent theory to play.
2.i Further Reading
For a recent discussion on the role of logic and agency, which lays out in more detail some
contrasting views on the subject, see (Israel, 1993, pp17–24). For a detailed discussion of
intentionality and the intentional stance, see (Dennett, 1978; Dennett, 1987). A number of
papers on AI treatments of agency may be found in (Allen et al., 1990). For an introduction
to modal logic, see (Chellas, 1980); a slightly older, though more wide ranging introduction,
may be found in (Hughes and Cresswell, 1968). As for the use of modal logics to model
knowledge and belief, see (Halpern and Moses, 1992), which includes complexity results and
proof procedures. Related work on modelling knowledge has been done by the distributed
systems community, who give the worlds in possible worlds semantics a precise interpretation;
for an introduction and further references, see (Halpern, 1987; Fagin et al., 1992). Overviews
of formalisms for modelling belief and knowledge may be found in (Halpern, 1986; Konolige,
1986a; Reichgelt, 1989a; Wooldridge, 1992). A variant on the possible worlds framework,
called the recursive modelling method, is described in (Gmytrasiewicz and Durfee, 1993); a
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1980s and recently the subject of renewed interest, represent a fundamentally new approach to
modellingthe world and cognitivesystems (Barwise and Perry, 1983; Devlin, 1991). However,
situation semantics are not (yet) in the mainstream of (D)AI, and it is not obvious what impact
the paradigm will ultimately have.
Logics which integrate time with mental states are discussed in (Kraus and Lehmann, 1988;
Halpern and Vardi, 1989; Wooldridge and Fisher, 1994); the last of these presents a tableau-
based proof method for a temporal belief logic. Two other important references for temporal
aspects are (Shoham, 1988; Shoham, 1989). Thomas has developed some logics for represent-
ing agent theories as part of her framework for agent programming languages; see (Thomas
et al., 1991; Thomas, 1993) and section 4. For an introduction to temporal logics and related
topics, see (Goldblatt, 1987; Emerson, 1990). A non-formal discussion of intention may be
found in (Bratman, 1987), or more brieﬂy (Bratman, 1990). Further work on modelling in-
tention may be found in (Grosz and Sidner, 1990; Sadek, 1992; Goldman and Lang, 1991;
Konolige and Pollack, 1993; Bell, 1995; Dongha, 1995). Related work, focussing less on
single-agent attitudes, and more on social aspects, is (Levesque et al., 1990; Jennings, 1993a;
Wooldridge, 1994; Wooldridge and Jennings, 1994).
Finally, although we have not discussed formalisms for reasoning about action here, we
suggested above that an agent logic would need to incorporate some mechanism for repres-
enting agent’s actions. Our reason for avoiding the topic is simply that the ﬁeld is so big, it
deserves a whole review in its own right. Good starting points for AI treatments of action are
(Allen, 1984; Allen et al., 1990; Allen et al., 1991). Other treatments of action in agent logics
are based on formalisms borrowed from mainstream computer science, notably dynamic logic
(originally developed to reason about computer programs) (Harel, 1984). The logic of seeing
to it that has been discussed in the formal philosophy literature, but has yet to impact on (D)AI
(Belnap and Perloff, 1988; Perloff, 1991; Belnap, 1991; Segerberg, 1989).
3 Agent Architectures
Until now, this article has been concerned with agent theory — the construction of formalisms
for reasoning about agents, and the properties of agents expressed in such formalisms. Our
aim in this section is to shift the emphasis from theory to practice. We consider the issues
surrounding the construction of computer systems that satisfy the properties speciﬁed by agent
theorists. This is the area of agent architectures. Maes deﬁnes an agent architecture as:
‘[A] particular methodology for building [agents]. It speciﬁes how … the agent
can be decomposed into the construction of a set of component modules and how
these modules should be made to interact. The total set of modules and their
interactions has to provide an answer to the question of how the sensor data and
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state of the agent. An architecture encompasses techniques and algorithms that
support this methodology.’ (Maes, 1991, p115).
Kaelbling considers an agent architecture to be:
‘[A] speciﬁc collection of software (or hardware) modules, typically designated
by boxes with arrows indicating the data and control ﬂow among the modules. A
more abstract view of an architecture is as a general methodology for designing
particular modular decompositions for particular tasks.’ (Kaelbling, 1991, p86)
The classical approach to building agents is to view them as a particular type of knowledge-
based system. This paradigm is known as symbolic AI: we begin our review of architectures
with a look at this paradigm, and the assumptions that underpin it.
3.a Classical Approaches: Deliberative Architectures
The foundation upon which the symbolic AI paradigm rests is the physical-symbol system
hypothesis, formulated by Newell and Simon (Newell and Simon, 1976). A physical symbol
system is deﬁned to be a physically realizable set of physical entities (symbols) that can be
combined to form structures, and which is capable of running processes that operate on those
symbols according to symbolically coded sets of instructions. The physical-symbol system
hypothesis then says that such a system is capable of general intelligent action.
It is a short step from the notion of a physical symbol system to McCarthy’s dream of a
sentential processing automaton,o rdeliberative agent. (The term ‘deliberative agent’ seems
to have derived from Genesereth’s use of the term ‘deliberate agent’ to mean a speciﬁc type of
symbolic architecture (Genesereth and Nilsson, 1987, pp325–327).) We deﬁne a deliberative
agent or agent architecture to be one that contains an explicitly represented, symbolic model
of the world, and in which decisions (for example about what actions to perform) are made
via logical (or at least pseudo-logical) reasoning, based on pattern matching and symbolic
manipulation. The idea of deliberative agents based on purely logical reasoning is highly
seductive: to get an agent to realise some theory of agency one might naively suppose that it is
enough to simply give it logical representation of this theory and ‘get it to do a bit of theorem
proving’ (Shardlow, 1990, section 3.2). If one aims to build an agent in this way, then there
are at least two important problems to be solved:
1. The transduction problem: that of translating the real world into an accurate, adequate
symbolic description, in time for that description to be useful.
2. Therepresentation/reasoningproblem: thatofhowtosymbolicallyrepresentinformation
about complex real-world entities and processes, and how to get agents to reason with
this information in time for the results to be useful.
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has led to work on knowledge representation, automated reasoning, automatic planning, etc.
Despite the immense volume of work that these problems have generated, most researchers
would accept that neither is anywhere near solved. Even seemingly trivial problems, such as
commonsense reasoning, have turned out to be extremely difﬁcult (cf. the CYC project (Guha
and Lenat, 1994)). The underlying problem seems to be the difﬁculty of theorem proving in
even very simple logics, and the complexity of symbol manipulation algorithms in general:
recall that ﬁrst-order logic is not even decidable, and modal extensions to it (including rep-
resentations of belief, desire, time, and so on) tend to be highly undecidable. Thus, the idea
of building ‘agents as theorem provers’ — what might be called an extreme logicist view of
agency — although it is very attractive in theory, seems, for the time being at least, to be
unworkable in practice. Perhaps more troubling for symbolic AI is that many symbol manipu-
lation algorithms of interest are intractable. It seems hard to build useful symbol manipulation
algorithms that will be guaranteed to terminate with useful results in an acceptable ﬁxed time
bound. And yet such algorithms seem essential if agents are to operate in any real-world,
time-constrained domain. Good discussions of this point appear in (Kaelbling, 1986; Russell
and Wefald, 1991).
It is because of these problems that some researchers have looked to alternative techniques
for building agents; such alternatives are discussed in section 3.b. First, however, we consider
efforts made within the symbolic AI community to construct agents.
Planning agents
Since the early 1970s, the AI planning community has been closely concerned with the design
of artiﬁcial agents; in fact, it seems reasonable to claim that most innovations in agent design
have come from this community. Planning is essentially automatic programming: the design
of a course of action that, when executed, will result in the achievement of some desired
goal. Within the symbolic AI community, it has long been assumed that some form of AI
planning system will be a central component of any artiﬁcial agent. Perhaps the best-known
early planning system was STRIPS (Fikes and Nilsson, 1971). This system takes a symbolic
description of both the world and a desired goal state, and a set of action descriptions, which
characterise the pre- and post-conditions associated with various actions. It then attempts to
ﬁnd a sequence of actions that will achieve the goal, by using a simple means-ends analysis,
whichessentially involvesmatchingthepost-conditionsofactions againstthedesiredgoal. The
STRIPS planning algorithm was very simple, and proved to be ineffective on problems of even
moderate complexity. Much effort was subsequently devoted to developing more effective
techniques. Two major innovations were hierarchical and non-linear planning (Sacerdoti,
1974; Sacerdoti, 1975). However, in the mid 1980s, Chapman established some theoretical
results which indicate that even such reﬁned techniques will ultimately turn out to be unusable
in any time-constrained system (Chapman, 1987). These results have had a profound inﬂuence
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researchers to question the whole symbolic AI paradigm, and have thus led to the work on
alternative approaches that we discuss in section 3.b.
In spite of these difﬁculties, various attempts have been made to construct agents whose
primary component is a planner. For example: the Integrated Planning, Execution and Mon-
itoring (IPEM) system is based on a sophisticated non-linear planner (Ambros-Ingerson and
Steel, 1988); Wood’s AUTODRIVE system has planning agents operating in a highly dynamic
environment (a trafﬁc simulation) (Wood, 1993); Etzioni has built ‘softbots’ that can plan and
act in a UNIX environment (Etzioni et al., 1994); and ﬁnally, Cohen’s PHEONIX system includes
planner-based agents that operate in the domain of simulated forest ﬁre management (Cohen
et al., 1989).
Bratman, Israel and Pollack — IRMA
In section 2, we saw that some researchers have considered frameworks for agent theory based
on beliefs, desires, and intentions (Rao and Georgeff, 1991b). Some researchers have also de-
veloped agent architectures based on these attitudes. One example is the Intelligent Resource-
bounded Machine Architecture (IRMA) (Bratman et al., 1988). This architecture has four key
symbolic data structures: a plan library, and explicit representations of beliefs, desires, and
intentions. Additionally, the architecture has: a reasoner, for reasoning about the world; a
means-ends analyser, for determining which plans might be used to achieve the agent’s inten-
tions; an opportunity analyser, which monitors the environment in order to determine further
options for the agent; a ﬁltering process; and a deliberation process. The ﬁltering process is
responsible for determining the subset of the agent’s potential courses of action that have the
propertyof being consistent with the agent’s currentintentions. The choice between competing
options is made by the deliberation process. The IRMA architecture has been evaluated in an
experimental scenario known as the Tileworld (Pollack and Ringuette, 1990).
Vere and Bickmore — HOMER
An interesting experiment in the design of intelligent agents was conducted by Vere and Bick-
more (Vere and Bickmore, 1990). They argued that the enabling technologies for intelligent
agents are sufﬁciently developed to be able to construct a prototype autonomous agent, with
linguistic ability, planning and acting capabilities, and so on. They developed such an agent,
and christened it HOMER. This agent is a simulated robot submarine, which exists in a two-
dimensional ‘Seaworld’, about which it has only partial knowledge. HOMER takes instructions
from a user in a limited subset of English with about an 800 word vocabulary; instructions
can contain moderately sophisticated temporal references. HOMER can plan how to achieve
its instructions, (which typically relate to collecting and moving items around the Seaworld),
and can then execute its plans, modifying them as required during execution. The agent has a
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Jennings — GRATE*
GRATE* is a layered architecture in which the behaviour of an agent is guided by the mental
attitudes of beliefs, desires, intentions and joint intentions (Jennings, 1993b). Agents are di-
vided into two distinct parts: a domain level system and a cooperation and control layer. The
formersolves problems forthe organisation; be it in the domain of industrial control, ﬁnance or
transportation. The latter is a meta-level controller which operates on the domain level system
with the aim of ensuring that the agent’s domain level activities are coordinated with those of
others within the community. The cooperation layer is composed of three generic modules:
a control module which interfaces to the domain level system, a situation assessment module
and a cooperation module. The assessment and cooperation modules provide an implement-
ation of a model of joint responsibility (Jennings, 1992), which speciﬁes how agents should
act both locally and towards other agents whilst engaged in cooperative problem solving. The
performance of a GRATE* community has been evaluated against agents which only have in-
dividual intentions, and agents which behave in a selﬁsh manner, in the domain of electricity
transportation management. A signiﬁcant improvement was noted when the situation became
complex and dynamic (Jennings, 1995).
3.b Alternative Approaches: Reactive Architectures
As we observed above, there are many unsolved (some would say insoluble) problems associ-
ated with symbolic AI. These problems have led some researchers to question the viability of
the whole paradigm, and to the development of what are generally know as reactive architec-
tures. For our purposes, we shall deﬁne a reactive architecture to be one that does not include
any kind of central symbolic world model, and does not use complex symbolic reasoning.
Brooks — behaviour languages
Possibly the most vocal critic of the symbolic AI notion of agency has been Rodney Brooks,
a researcher at MIT who apparently became frustrated by AI approaches to building control
mechanisms for autonomous mobile robots. In a 1985 paper, he outlined an alternative archi-
tecture for building agents, the so called subsumption architecture (Brooks, 1986). The review
of alternative approaches begins with Brooks’ work.
In recent papers, (Brooks, 1990; Brooks, 1991b; Brooks, 1991a), Brooks has propounded
three key theses:
1. Intelligent behaviour can be generated without explicit representations of the kind that
symbolic AI proposes.
272. Intelligent behaviour can be generated without explicit abstract reasoning of the kind
that symbolic AI proposes.
3. Intelligence is an emergent property of certain complex systems.
Brooks identiﬁes two key ideas that have informed his research:
1. Situatedness and embodiment: ‘Real’ intelligence is situated in the world, not in disem-
bodied systems such as theorem provers or expert systems.
2. Intelligence and emergence: ‘Intelligent’ behaviour arises as a result of an agent’s inter-
action with its environment. Also, intelligence is ‘in the eye of the beholder’; it is not
an innate, isolated property.
If Brooks was just a Dreyfus-style critic of AI, his ideas might not have gained much
currency. However, to demonstrate his claims, he has built a number of robots, based on the
subsumption architecture. A subsumption architecture is a hierarchy of task-accomplishing
behaviours. Each behaviour ‘competes’ with others to exercise control over the robot. Lower
layers represent more primitive kinds of behaviour, (such as avoiding obstacles), and have
precedence over layers further up the hierarchy. It should be stressed that the resulting systems
are, in terms of the amount of computation they need to do, extremely simple, with no explicit
reasoning of the kind found in symbolic AI systems. But despite this simplicity, Brooks has
demonstrated the robots doing tasks that would be impressive if they were accomplished by
symbolic AI systems. Similar work has been reported by Steels, who described simulations of
‘Mars explorer’ systems, containing a large number of subsumption-architecture agents, that
can achieve near-optimal performance in certain tasks (Steels, 1990).
Agre and Chapman — PENGI
At about the same time as Brooks was describing his ﬁrst results with the subsumption ar-
chitecture, Chapman was completing his Master’s thesis, in which he reported the theoretical
difﬁculties with planning described above, and was coming to similar conclusions about the
inadequacies of the symbolic AI model himself. Together with his co-worker Agre, he began
to explore alternatives to the AI planning paradigm (Chapman and Agre, 1986).
Agre observed that most everyday activity is ‘routine’ in the sense that it requires little —
if any — new abstract reasoning. Most tasks, once learned, can be accomplished in a routine
way, with little variation. Agre proposed that an efﬁcient agent architecture could be based on
the idea of ‘running arguments’. Crudely, the idea is that as most decisions are routine, they
can be encoded into a low-level structure (such as a digital circuit), which only needs periodic
updating, perhaps to handle new kinds of problems. His approach was illustrated with the
celebrated PENGI system (Agre and Chapman, 1987). PENGI is a simulated computer game,
with the central character controlled using a scheme such as that outlined above.
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Another sophisticated approach is that of Rosenschein and Kaelbling (Rosenschein, 1985; Ro-
senschein and Kaelbling, 1986; Kaelbling and Rosenschein, 1990; Kaelbling, 1991). In their
situated automata paradigm, an agent is speciﬁed in declarative terms. This speciﬁcation is
then compiled down to a digital machine, which satisﬁes the declarative speciﬁcation. This
digital machine can operate in a provably time-bounded fashion; it does not do any symbol
manipulation, and in fact no symbolic expressions are represented in the machine at all. The
logic used to specify an agent is essentially a modal logic of knowledge (see above). The
technique depends upon the possibility of giving the worlds in possible worlds semantics a
concrete interpretation in terms of the states of an automaton:
‘[An agent] … x is said to carry the information that p in world state s, written
s |= K(x,p), if for all world states in which x has the same value as it does in s, the
proposition p is true.’ (Kaelbling and Rosenschein, 1990, p36)
An agent is speciﬁed in terms of two components: perception and action. Two programs are
then used to synthesise agents: RULER is used to specify the perception component of an agent;
GAPPS is used to specify the action component.
RULER takes as its input three components:
‘[A] speciﬁcation of the semantics of the [agent’s] inputs (“whenever bit 1 is on,
it is raining”); a set of static facts (“whenever it is raining, the ground is wet”);
and a speciﬁcation of the state transitions of the world (“if the ground is wet, it
stays wet until the sun comes out”). The programmer then speciﬁes the desired
semantics for the output (“if this bit is on, the ground is wet”), and the compiler …
[synthesises] a circuit whose output will have the correct semantics. … All that
declarative “knowledge” has been reduced to a very simple circuit.” (Kaelbling,
1991, p86)
The GAPPS program takes as its input a set of goal reduction rules, (essentially rules that
encode information about how goals can be achieved), and a top level goal, and generates a
program that can be translated into a digital circuit in order to realise the goal. Once again, the
generated circuit does not represent or manipulate symbolic expressions; all symbolic manip-
ulation is done at compile time.
The situated automata paradigm has attracted much interest, as it appears to combine the
best elements of both reactive and symbolic, declarative systems. However, at the time of
writing, thetheoreticallimitationsofthe approacharenotwellunderstood; thereare similarities
with the automatic synthesis of programs from temporal logic speciﬁcations, a complex area of
much ongoing work in mainstream computer science (see the comments in (Emerson, 1990)).
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Pattie Maes has developed an agent architecture in which an agent is deﬁned as a set of com-
petence modules (Maes, 1989; Maes, 1990b; Maes, 1991). These modules loosely resemble
the behaviours of Brooks’ subsumption architecture (above). Each module is speciﬁed by the
designer in terms of pre- and post-conditions (rather like STRIPS operators), and an activation
level, which gives a real-valued indication of the relevance of the module in a particular situ-
ation. The higher the activation level of a module, the more likely it is that this module will
inﬂuence the behaviour of the agent. Once speciﬁed, a set of competence modules is compiled
into a spreading activation network, in which the modules are linked to one-another in ways
deﬁned by their pre- and post-conditions. For example, if module a has post-condition ϕ, and
module b has pre-condition ϕ, then a and b are connected by a successor link. Other types
of link include predecessor links and conﬂicter links. When an agent is executing, various
modules may become more active in given situations, and may be executed. The result of
execution may be a command to an effector unit, or perhaps the increase in activation level of
a successor module.
There are obvious similarities between the agent network architecture and neural network
architectures. Perhaps the key difference is that it is difﬁcult to say what the meaning of a
node in a neural net is; it only has a meaning in the context of the net itself. Since competence
modules are deﬁned in declarative terms, however, it is very much easier to say what their
meaning is.
3.c Hybrid Architectures
Many researchers have suggested thatneither a completelydeliberative norcompletelyreactive
approach is suitable for building agents. They have argued the case for hybrid systems, which
attempt to marry classical and alternative approaches.
An obvious approach is to build an agent out of two (or more) subsystems: a deliberative
one, containing a symbolic world model, which develops plans and makes decisions in the
way proposed by mainstream symbolic AI; and a reactive one, which is capable of reacting
to events that occur in the environment without engaging in complex reasoning. Often, the
reactive component is given some kind of precedence over the deliberative one, so that it
can provide a rapid response to important environmental events. This kind of structuring
leads naturally to the idea of a layered architecture, of which TOURINGMACHINES (Ferguson,
1992a) and INTERRAP( M¨ uller and Pischel, 1994) are good examples. (These architectures are
described below.) In such an architecture, an agent’s control subsystems are arranged into a
hierarchy, with higherlayers dealing with informationat increasing levels of abstraction. Thus,
for example, the very lowest layer might map raw sensor data directly onto effector outputs,
while the uppermost layer deals with long-term goals. A key problem in such architectures is
what kind control framework to embed the agent’s subsystems in, to manage the interactions
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Georgeff and Lansky — PRS
One of the best-known agent architectures is the Procedural Reasoning System (PRS), de-
veloped by Georgeff and Lansky (Georgeff and Lansky, 1987). Like IRMA, (see above), the
PRS is a belief-desire-intention architecture, which includes a plan library, as well as explicit
symbolic representations of beliefs, desires, and intentions. Beliefs are facts, either about the
external world or the system’s internal state. These facts are expressed in classical ﬁrst-order
logic. Desires are represented as system behaviours (rather than as static representations of
goal states). A PRS plan library contains a set of partially-elaborated plans, called knowledge
areas (KAs), each of which is associated with an invocation condition. This condition determ-
ines when the KA is to be activated. KAs may be activated in a goal-driven or data-driven
fashion; KAs may also be reactive, allowing the PRS to respond rapidly to changes in its en-
vironment. The set of currently active KAs in a system represent its intentions. These various
data structures are manipulated by a system interpreter, which is responsible for updating be-
liefs, invoking KAs, and executing actions. The PRS has been evaluated in a simulation of
maintenance procedures for the space shuttle, as well as other domains (Georgeff and Ingrand,
1989).
Ferguson — TOURINGMACHINES
For his 1992 Doctoral thesis, Ferguson developed the TOURINGMACHINES hybrid agent ar-
chitecture (Ferguson, 1992b; Ferguson, 1992a)5. The architecture consists of perception and
action subsystems, which interface directly with the agent’s environment, and three control
layers, embedded in a control framework, which mediates between the layers. Each layer is
an independent, activity-producing, concurrently executing process.
The reactive layer generates potential courses of action in response to events that happen
too quickly for other layers to deal with. It is implemented as a set of situation-action rules, in
the style of Brooks’ subsumption architecture (see above).
The planning layer constructs plans and selects actions to execute in order to achieve the
agent’s goals. This layer consists of two components: a planner, and a focus of attention mech-
anism. The planner integrates plan generation and execution, and uses a library of partially
elaborated plans, together with a topological world map, in order to construct plans that will
accomplish the agent’s main goal. The purpose of the focus of attention mechanism is to limit
the amount of information that the planner must deal with, and so improve its efﬁciency. It
does this by ﬁltering out irrelevant information from the environment.
5It is worth noting that Ferguson’s thesis gives a good overview of the problems and issues associated with
buildingrational, resource-bounded agents. Moreover, the description given of the TOURINGMACHINES architec-
ture is itself extremely clear. We recommend it as a point of departure for further reading.
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ies in the agent’s environment. These models are manipulated in order to identify and resolve
goal conﬂicts — situations where an agent can no longer achieve its goals, as a result of un-
expected interference.
The three layers are able to communicate with each other (via message passing), and are
embedded in a control framework. The purpose of this framework is to mediate between the
layers, and in particular, to deal with conﬂicting action proposals from the different layers. The
control framework does this by using control rules.
Burmeister et al. — COSY
The COSY architecture is a hybrid BDI-architecture that includes elements of both the PRS and
IRMA, and was developed speciﬁcally for a multi-agent testbed called DASEDIS (Burmeister and
Sundermeyer, 1992; Haddadi, 1994). The architecture has ﬁve main components: (i) sensors;
(ii) actuators; (iii) communications; (iv) cognition; and (v) intention. The ﬁrst three compon-
ents arestraightforward: the sensors receivenon-communicativeperceptualinput, theactuators
allow the agent to perform non-communicative actions, and the communications component
allows the agent to send messages. Of the remaining two components, the intention compon-
ent contains ‘long-term goals, attitudes, responsibilities and the like … the control elements
taking part in the reasoning and decision-making of the cognition component’ (Haddadi, 1994,
p15), and the cognition component is responsible for mediating between the intentions of the
agent and its beliefs about the world, and choosing an appropriate action to perform. Within
the cognition component is the knowledge base containing the agent’s beliefs, and three pro-
cedural components: a script execution component, a protocol execution component, and a
reasoning, deciding, and reacting component. A script is very much like a script in Schank’s
original sense: it is a stereotypical recipe or plan for achieving a goal. Protocols are stereo-
typical dialogues representing cooperation frameworks such as the contract net (Smith, 1980).
The reasoning, deciding and reacting component is perhaps the key component in COSY.I ti s
made up of a number of other subsystems, and is structured rather like the PRS and IRMA (see
above). An agenda is maintained, that contains a number of active scripts. These scripts may
be invoked in a goal-driven fashion (to satisfy one of the agent’s intentions), or a data-driven
fashion (in response to the agent’s current situation). A ﬁlter component chooses between
competing scripts for execution.
M¨ uller et al. — INTERRAP
INTERRAP, likeFerguson’s TOURINGMACHINES, is a layeredarchitecture, witheach successive
layer representing a higher level of abstraction than the one below it (M¨ uller and Pischel, 1994;
M¨ uller et al., 1995; M¨ uller, 1994). In INTERRAP, these layers are further subdivided into two
vertical layers: one containing layers of knowledge bases, the other containing various control
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world interface control component, and the corresponding world model knowledge base. The
world interface component, as its name suggests, manages the interface between the agent and
its environment, and thus deals with acting, communicating, and perception.
Above the world interface component is the behaviour-based component. The purpose of
this component is to implement and control the basic reactive capability of the agent. This
component manipulates a set of patterns of behaviour (PoB). A PoB is a structure containing
a pre-condition that deﬁnes when the PoB is to be activated, various conditions that deﬁne the
circumstances under which the PoB is considered to have succeeded or failed, a post-condition
(` alaSTRIPS (Fikesand Nilsson, 1971)), and an executablebody, thatdeﬁnes whataction should
be performed if the PoB is executed. (The action may be a primitive, resulting in a call on the
agent’s world interface, or may involve calling on a higher-level layer to generate a plan.)
Above the behaviour-based component in INTERRAPi st h eplan-based component. This
component contains a planner that is able to generate single-agent plans in response to requests
from the behaviour-based component. The knowledge-base at this layer contains a set of plans,
including a plan library. The highest layer in INTERRAPi st h ecooperation component. This
component is able to generate joint plans, that satisfy the goals of a number of agents, by
elaboratingplans selected froma plan library. These plans are generated in response to requests
from the plan-based component.
Control in INTERRAP is both data- and goal-driven. Perceptual input is managed by the
world-interface, and typically results in a change to the world model. As a result of changes to
the world model, various patterns of behaviour may be activated, dropped, or executed. As a
result of PoB execution, the plan-based component and cooperation component may be asked
to generate plans and joint plans respectively, in order to achieve the goals of the agent. This
ultimately results in primitive actions and messages being generated by the world interface.
3.d Discussion
The deliberative, symbolic paradigmis, at the time of writing, the dominant approach in (D)AI.
This state of affairs is likely to continue, at least for the near future. There seem to be several
reasons for this. Perhaps most importantly, many symbolic AI techniques (such as rule-based
systems) carry with them an associated technology and methodology that is becoming familiar
to mainstream computer scientists and software engineers. Despite the well-documented prob-
lems with symbolic AI systems, this makes symbolic AI agents (such as GRATE* (Jennings,
1993b)) an attractive proposition when compared to reactive systems, which have as yet no as-
sociated methodology. The need for a development methodology seems to be one of the most
pressing requirements for reactive systems. Anecdotal descriptions of current reactive systems
implementations indicate that each such system must be individually hand-crafted through a
potentially lengthy period of experimentation (Wavish and Graham, 1995). This kind of ap-
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techniques from the domain of genetic algorithms or machine learning might be used to get
around these development problems, though this work is at a very early stage.
There is a pressing need for research into the capabilities of reactive systems, and perhaps
in particular to the types of application for which these types of system are best suited; some
preliminaryworkhas been donein this area, usinga problemdomain knownas the TILEWORLD
(Pollack and Ringuette, 1990). With respect to reactive systems, Ferguson suggests that:
‘[T]he strength of purely non-deliberative architectures lies in their ability to ex-
ploit local patterns of activity in their current surroundings in order to generate
more or less hardwired action responses … for a given set of stimuli. Successful
operation using this method pre-supposes: (i) that the complete set of environ-
mental stimuli required for unambiguously determining action sequences is al-
ways present and readily identiﬁable — in other words, that the agent’s activity
can be situationally determined; (ii) that the agent has no global task constraints
… which need to be reasoned about at run time; and (iii) that the agent’s goal
or desire system is capable of being represented implicitly in the agent’s structure
according to a ﬁxed, pre-compiled ranking scheme.’ (Ferguson, 1992a, pp29–30)
Hybrid architectures, such as the PRS,T OURINGMACHINES,I NTERRAP, and COSY, are currently
a very active area of work, and arguably have some advantages over both purely deliberative
and purely reactive architectures. However, an outstanding problem with such architectures is
that of combiningmultiple interactingsubsystems (deliberativeand reactive)cleanly, in a well-
motivated control framework. Humans seem to manage different levels of abstract behaviour
with comparative ease; it is not clear that current hybrid architectures can do so.
Another area where as yet very little work has been done is the generation of goals and
intentions. Most work in AI assumes that an agent has a single, well-deﬁned goal that it must
achieve. But if agents are ever to be really autonomous, and act pro-actively, then they must be
able to generate their own goals when either the situation demands, or the opportunity arises.
Some preliminary work in this area is (Norman and Long, 1995). Similarly, little work has yet
been done into the management and scheduling of multiple, possibly conﬂicting goals; some
preliminary work is reported in (Dongha, 1995).
Finally, we turn to the relationship between agent theories and agent architectures. To
what extent do the agent architectures reviewed above correspond to the theories discussed in
section 2? What, if any, is the theory that underpins an architecture? With respect to purely de-
liberative architectures, there is a wealth of underlying theory. The close relationship between
symbolic processing systems and mathematical logic means that the semantics of such archi-
tectures can often be represented as a logical system of some kind. There is a wealth of work
establishing such relationships in AI, of which a particularly relevant example is (Rao and
Georgeff, 1992a). This article discusses the relationship between the abstract BDI logics de-
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the PRS. However, the relationship between the logic and the architecture is not formalised; the
BDI logic is not used to give a formal semantics to the architecture, and in fact it is difﬁcult
to see how such a logic could be used for this purpose. A serious attempt to deﬁne the se-
mantics of a (somewhat simple) agent architecture is presented in (Wooldridge, 1995), where a
formal model of the system MYWORLD, in which agents are directly programmed in terms of
beliefs and intentions, is used as the basis upon which to develop a logic for reasoning about
MYWORLD systems. Although the logic contains modalities for representing beliefs and inten-
tions, the semantics of these modalities are given in terms of the agent architecture itself, and
the problems associated with possible worlds do not, therefore, arise; this work builds closely
on Konolige’s models of the beliefs of symbolic AI systems (Konolige, 1986a). However,
more work needs to be done using this technique to model more complex architectures, before
the limitations and advantages of the approach are well-understood.
Like purely deliberative architectures, some reactive systems are also underpinned by a re-
latively transparent theory. Perhaps the best example is the situated automata paradigm, where
an agent is speciﬁed in terms of a logic of knowledge, and this speciﬁcation is compiled down
to a simple digital machine that can be realistically said to realise its corresponding speciﬁc-
ation. However, for other purely reactive architectures, based on more ad hoc principles, it is
not clear that there is any transparent underlying theory. It could be argued that hybrid systems
also tend to be ad hoc, in that while their structures are well-motivated from a design point
of view, it is not clear how one might reason about them, or what their underlying theory is.
In particular, architectures that contain a number of independent activity producing subsys-
tems, which compete with each other in real time to control the agent’s activities, seem to defy
attempts at formalisation. It is a matter of debate whether this need be considered a serious
disadvantage, but one argument is that unless we have a good theoretical model of a particular
agent or agent architecture, then we shall never really understand why it works. This is likely
to make it difﬁcult to generalise and reproduce results in varying domains.
3.e Further Reading
Most introductory textbooks on AI discuss the physical symbol system hypothesis; a good
recent example of such a text is (Ginsberg, 1993). A detailed discussion of the way that this
hypothesis has affected thinking in symbolic AI is provided in (Shardlow, 1990). There are
many objections to the symbolic AI paradigm, in addition to those we have outlined above.
Again, introductory textbooks provide the stock criticisms and replies.
There is a wealth of material on planning and planning agents. See (Georgeff, 1987) for an
overviewof thestate ofthe artin planning(as it was in 1987), (Allenet al., 1990)fora thorough
collection of papers on planning, (many of the papers cited above are included), and (Wilkins,
1988) for a detailed description of SIPE, a sophisticated planning system used in a real-world
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(Georgeff and Lansky, 1986). The book by Dean and Wellman and the book by Allen et al.
contain much useful related material (Dean and Wellman, 1991; Allen et al., 1991). There is
now a regular international conference on planning; the proceedings of the ﬁrst were published
as (Hendler, 1992).
The collection ofpapers edited by Maes (Maes, 1990a)contains many interesting papers on
alternatives to the symbolic AI paradigm. Kaelbling (Kaelbling, 1986) presents a clear discus-
sion of the issues associated with developing resource-bounded rational agents, and proposes
an agent architecture somewhat similar to that developed by Brooks. A proposal by Nilsson for
teleo reactive programs — goal directed programs that nevertheless respond to their environ-
ment — is described in (Nilsson, 1992). The proposal draws heavily on the situated automata
paradigm; other work based on this paradigm is described in (Shoham, 1990; Kiss and Reich-
gelt, 1992). Schoppers has proposed compiling plans in advance, using traditional planning
techniques, in order to develop universal plans, which are essentially decision trees that can be
used to efﬁciently determine an appropriate action in any situation (Schoppers, 1987). Another
proposal for building ‘reactive planners’ involves the use of reactive action packages (Firby,
1987).
Otherhybridarchitecturesaredescribedin(Hayes-Roth, 1990; DownsandReichgelt, 1991;
Aylett and Eustace, 1994; Bussmann and Demazeau, 1994).
4 Agent Languages
As agent technology becomes more established, we might expect to see a variety of software
tools become available for the design and construction of agent-based systems; the need for
software support tools in this area was identiﬁed as long ago as the mid-1980s (Gasser et al.,
1987). The emergence of a number of prototypical agent languages is one sign that agent
technology is becoming more widely used, and that many more agent-based applications are
likely to be developed in the near future. By an agent language, we mean a system that allows
one to program hardware or software computer systems in terms of some of the concepts
developed <by agent theorists. At the very least, we expect such a language to include some
structurecorrespondingtoan agent. However, wemightalso expecttosee some otherattributes
of agency (beliefs, goals, or other mentalistic notions) used to program agents. Some of the
languages we consider below embody this strong notion of agency; others do not. However,
all have properties that make them interesting from the point of view of this review.
Concurrent Object Languages
Concurrent object languages are in many respects the ancestors of agent languages. The notion
of a self-contained concurrently executing object, with some internal state that is not directly
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to the concept of an agent as we have deﬁned it. The earliest concurrent object framework was
Hewitt’s Actor model (Hewitt, 1977; Agha, 1986); another well-known example is the ABCL
system (Yonezawa, 1990). For a discussion on the relationship between agents and concurrent
object programming, see (Gasser and Briot, 1992).
Shoham — agent-oriented programming
Yoav Shoham has proposed a ‘new programming paradigm, based on a societal view of com-
putation’ (Shoham, 1990, p4),(Shoham, 1993). The key idea that informs this agent-oriented
programming (AOP) paradigm is that of directly programming agents in terms of the men-
talistic, intentional notions that agent theorists have developed to represent the properties of
agents. The motivation behind such a proposal is that, as we observed in section 2, humans use
the intentional stance as an abstraction mechanism for representing the properties of complex
systems. In the same way that we use the intentional stance to describe humans, it might be
useful to use the intentional stance to program machines.
Shoham proposes that a fully developed AOP system will have three components:
• a logical system for deﬁning the mental state of agents;
• an interpreted programming language for programming agents;
• an ‘agentiﬁcation’ process, for compiling agent programs into low-level executable sys-
tems.
At the time of writing, Shoham has only published results on the ﬁrst two components. (In
(Shoham, 1990, p12) he wrote that ‘the third is still somewhat mysterious to me’, though later
in the paper he indicated that he was thinking along the lines of Rosenschein and Kaelbling’s
situated automata paradigm (Rosenschein and Kaelbling, 1986).) Shoham’s ﬁrst attempt at an
AOP language was the AGENT0 system. The logical component of this system is a quantiﬁed
multi-modal logic, allowing direct reference to time. No semantics are given, but the logic
appears to be based on (Thomas et al., 1991). The logic contains three modalities: belief,
commitment and ability. The following is an acceptable formula of the logic, illustrating it’s
key properties:
CAN
5
a open(door)
8 ⇒ B
5
b CAN
5
a open(door)
8.
This formula is read: ‘if at time 5 agent a can ensure that the door is open at time 8, then at
time 5 agent b believes that at time 5 agent a can ensure that the door is open at time 8’.
Correspondingtothelogicis the AGENT0programminglanguage. Inthislanguage, anagent
is speciﬁed in terms of a set of capabilities (things the agent can do), a set of initial beliefs and
commitments, and a set of commitment rules. The key component, which determines how the
37agent acts, is the commitment rule set. Each commitment rule contains a message condition,a
mental condition, and an action. In order to determine whether such a rule ﬁres, the message
condition is matched against the messages the agent has received; the mental condition is
matched against the beliefs of the agent. If the rule ﬁres, then the agent becomes committed
to the action. Actions may be private, corresponding to an internally executed subroutine, or
communicative, i.e., sending messages. Messages are constrained to be one of three types:
‘requests’ or ‘unrequests’ to perform or refrain from actions, and ‘inform’ messages, which
pass on information — Shoham indicates that he took his inspiration for these message types
from speech act theory (Searle, 1969; Cohen and Perrault, 1979). Request and unrequest
messages typically result in the agent’s commitments being modiﬁed; inform messages result
in a change to the agent’s beliefs.
Thomas — PLACA
AGENT0 was only ever intended as a prototype, to illustrate the principles of AOP. A more re-
ﬁned implementation was developed by Thomas, for her 1993 doctoral thesis (Thomas, 1993).
Her Planning Communicating Agents (PLACA) language was intended to address one severe
drawback to AGENT0: the inability of agents to plan, and communicate requests for action via
high-level goals. Agents in PLACA are programmed in much the same way as in AGENT0, in
terms of mental change rules. The logical component of PLACA is similar to AGENT0’s, but
includes operators for planning to do actions and achieve goals. The semantics of the logic
and its properties are examined in detail. However, PLACA is not at the ‘production’ stage; it
is an experimental language.
Fisher — Concurrent METATEM
One drawback with both AGENT0 and PLACA is that the relationship between the logic and
interpretedprogramminglanguageis onlyloosely deﬁned: in neithercase canthe programming
language be said to truly execute the associated logic. The Concurrent METATEM language
developed by Fisher can make a stronger claim in this respect (Fisher, 1994). A Concurrent
METATEM system contains a number of concurrently executing agents, each of which is able
to communicate with its peers via asynchronous broadcast message passing. Each agent is
programmed by giving it a temporal logic speciﬁcation of the behaviour that it is intended the
agent should exhibit. An agent’s speciﬁcation is executed directly to generate its behaviour.
Execution of the agent program corresponds to iteratively building a logical model for the
temporal agent speciﬁcation. It is possible to prove that the procedure used to execute an agent
speciﬁcation is correct, in that if it is possible to satisfy the speciﬁcation, then the agent will
do so (Barringer et al., 1989).
The logical semantics of Concurrent METATEM are closely related to the semantics of
temporal logic itself. This means that, amongst other things, the speciﬁcation and veriﬁcation
38of Concurrent METATEM systems is a realistic proposition (Fisher and Wooldridge, 1993).
At the time of writing, only prototype implementations of the language are available; full
implementations are expected soon.
The IMAGINE Project — APRIL and MAIL
APRIL (McCabe and Clark, 1995) and MAIL (Haugeneder et al., 1994) are two languages for
developingmulti-agentapplicationsthatweredevelopedas partoftheESPRIT projectIMAGINE
(Haugeneder, 1994). The two languages are intended to fulﬁll quite different roles. APRIL
was designed to provide the core features required to realise most agent architectures and
systems. Thus APRIL provides facilities for multi-tasking (via processes, which are treated
as ﬁrst-class objects, and a UNIX-like fork facility), communication (with powerful message-
passing facilities supporting network-transparent agent-to-agent links); and pattern matching
and symbolicprocessingcapabilities. The generalityof APRILcomes at theexpense ofpowerful
abstractions — an APRIL system builder must implement an agent or system architecture from
scratch using APRIL’s primitives. In contrast, the MAIL language provides a rich collection of
pre-deﬁnedabstractions, includingplansand multi-agentplans. APRILwas originallyenvisaged
as the implementationlanguage for MAIL. The MAIL system has been used to implementseveral
prototype multi-agent systems, including an urban trafﬁc management scenario (Haugeneder
and Steiner, 1994).
General Magic, Inc. — TELESCRIPT
TELESCRIPT is a language-based environment for constructing agent societies that has been
developed by General Magic, Inc.: it is perhaps the ﬁrst commercial agent language.
TELESCRIPT technology is the name given by General Magic to a family of concepts and
techniques they have developed to underpin their products. There are two key concepts in
TELESCRIPT technology: places and agents. Places are virtual locations that are occupied
by agents. Agents are the providers and consumers of goods in the electronic marketplace
applications that TELESCRIPT was developed to support. Agents are software processes, and
are mobile: they are able to move from one place to another, in which case their program
and state are encoded and transmitted across a network to another place, where execution
recommences. Agents are able to communicate with one-another: if they occupy different
places, then they can connect across a network, in much the standard way; if they occupy the
same location, then they can meet one another.
Four components have been developed by General Magic to support TELESCRIPT tech-
nology. The ﬁrst is the TELESCRIPT language. This language ‘is designed for carrying out
complex communication tasks: navigation, transportation, authentication, access control, and
so on’ (White, 1994, p17). The second component is the TELESCRIPT engine. An engine acts
as an interpreter for the TELESCRIPT language, maintains places, schedules agents for execu-
39tion, manages communication and agent transport, and ﬁnally, provides an interface with other
applications. The thirdcomponent is the TELESCRIPT protocolset. These protocolsdeal primar-
ily with the encoding and decoding of agents, to support transport between places. The ﬁnal
component is a set of software tools to support the development of TELESCRIPT applications.
Connah and Wavish — ABLE
A group at Philips research labs in the UK have developed an Agent Behaviour Language,
(ABLE), in which agents are programmed in terms of simple, rule-like licences (Connah and
Wavish, 1990; Wavish, 1992). Licences may include some representation of time (though the
language is not based on any kind of temporal logic): they loosely resemble behaviours in the
subsumption architecture(see above). ABLE can be compiled down to a simple digital machine,
realised in the ‘C’ programming language. The idea is similar to situated automata, though
there appears to be no equivalent theoretical foundation. The result of the compilation process
is a very fast implementation, which has been used to control a Compact Disk-Interactive
(CD-I) application. ABLE has recently been extended to a version called Real-Time ABLE (RTA)
(Wavish and Graham, 1995).
4.a Discussion
The emergence of various language-based software tools for building agent applications is
clearly an important development for the wider acceptance and use of agent technology. The
release of TELESCRIPT, a commercialagent language(albeitonethatdoes notembodythestrong
notion of agency discussed in this paper) is particularlyimportant, as it potentially makes agent
technology available to a user base that is industrially (rather than academically) oriented.
While the development of various languages for agent-based applications is of undoubted
importance, it is worthnoting that all ofthe academically producedlanguages mentioned above
are in some sense prototypes. Each was designed either to illustrate or examine some set of
principles, and these languages were not, therefore, intended as production tools. Work is thus
needed, both to make the languages more robust and usable, and to investigate the usefulness
of the concepts that underpin them. As with architectures, work is also needed to investigate
the kinds of domain for which the different languages are appropriate.
Finally, we turn to the relationship between an agent language and the corresponding theor-
ies that we discussed in section 2. As with architectures, it is possible to divide agent languages
into various different categories. Thus AGENT0, PLACA, Concurrent METATEM, APRIL, and
MAIL are deliberative languages, as they are all based on traditional symbolic AI techniques.
ABLE, on the other hand, is a purely reactive language. With AGENT0 and PLACA, there is a
clear (if informal) relationship between the programming language and the logical theory the
language is intended to realise. In both cases, the programming language represents a subset of
the corresponding logic, which can be interpreted directly. However, the relationship between
40logic and language is not formally deﬁned. Like these two languages, Concurrent METATEM
is intended to correspond to a logical theory. But the relationship between Concurrent META-
TEM and the corresponding logic is much more closely deﬁned, as this language is intended to
be a directly executable version of the logic. Agents in Concurrent METATEM, however, are
not deﬁned in terms of mentalistic constructs. For a discussion on the relationship between
Concurrent METATEM and AGENT0-like languages, see (Fisher, 1995).
4.b Further Reading
A recent collection of papers on concurrent object systems is (Agha et al., 1993). Various
languages have been proposed that marry aspects of object-based systems with aspects of
Shoham’s agent-oriented proposal. Two examples are AGENTSPEAK and DAISY. AGENTSPEAK
is loosely based on the PRS agent architecture, and incorporates aspects of concurrent-object
technology (Weerasooriya et al., 1995). In contrast, DAISY is based on the concurrent-object
language CUBL (Adorni and Poggi, 1993), and incorporates aspects of the agent-oriented pro-
posal (Poggi, 1995).
Other languages of interest include OZ (Henz et al., 1993) and IC PROLOG II (Chu, 1993).
The latter, as its name suggests, is an extension of PROLOG, which includes multiple-threads,
high-level communication primitives, and some object-oriented features.
5 Applications
Althoughthis article is not intended primarilyas an applications review, it is nevertheless worth
pausing to examine some of the current and potential applications of agent technology.
Cooperative Problem Solving and Distributed AI
As we observed in section 1, there has been a marked ﬂowering of interest in agent technology
since the mid-1980s. This interest is in part due to the upsurge of interest in Distributed AI.
Although DAI encompasses most of the issues we have discussed in this paper, it should be
stressed that the classical emphasis in DAI has been on macro phenomena (the social level),
rather than the micro phenomena (the agent level) that we have been concerned with in this
paper. DAI thus looks at such issues as how a group of agents can be made to cooperate in
order to efﬁciently solve problems, and how the activities of such a group can be efﬁciently
coordinated. DAI researchers have applied agent technology in a variety of areas. Example
applications include power systems management (Wittig, 1992; Varga et al., 1994), air-trafﬁc
control (Steeb et al., 1988), particle accelerator control (Jennings et al., 1993), intelligent docu-
ment retrieval (Mukhopadhyay et al., 1986), patient care (Huang et al., 1995), telecommunica-
tions network management (Weihmayer and Velthuijsen, 1994), spacecraft control (Schwuttke
41and Quan, 1993), computer integrated manufacturing (Parunak, 1995), concurrent engineering
(Cutkosky et al., 1993), transportation management (Fischer et al., 1993), job shop schedul-
ing (Morley and Schelberg, 1993), and steel coil processing control (Mori et al., 1988). The
classic reference to DAI is (Bond and Gasser, 1988), which includes both a comprehensive
review article and a collection of signiﬁcant papers from the ﬁeld; a more recent review article
is (Chaib-draa et al., 1992).
Interface Agents
Maes deﬁnes interface agents as:
‘[C]omputer programs that employ artiﬁcial intelligence techniques in order to
provide assistance to a user dealing with a particularapplication. … The metaphor
is that of a personal assistant who is collaborating with the user in the same work
environment.’ (Maes, 1994b, p71)
There are many interface agent prototype applications: for example, the NEWT system is an
USENET news ﬁlter, (along the lines mentioned in the second scenario that introduced this
article) (Maes, 1994a, pp38–39). A NEWT agent is trained by giving it a series of examples,
illustrating articles that the user would and would not choose to read. The agent then begins to
make suggestions to the user, and is given feedback on its suggestions. NEWT agents are not
intended to remove human choice, but to represent an extension of the human’s wishes: the
aim is for the agent to be able to bring to the attention of the user articles of the type that the
user has shown a consistent interest in. Similar ideas have been proposed by McGregor, who
imagines prescient agents — intelligent administrative assistants, that predict our actions, and
carry out routine or repetetive administrative procedures on our behalf (McGregor, 1992).
There is much related work being done by the computer supported cooperative work
(CSCW) community. CSCW is informally deﬁned by Baecker to be ‘computer assisted co-
ordinated activity such as problem solving and communication carried out by a group of col-
laborating individuals’ (Baecker, 1993, p1). The primary emphasis of CSCW is on the de-
velopment of (hardware and) software tools to support collaborative human work — the term
groupware has been coined to describe such tools. Various authors have proposed the use
of agent technology in groupware. For example, in his participant systems proposal, Chang
suggests systems in which humans collaborate with not only other humans, but also with ar-
tiﬁcial agents (Chang, 1987). We refer the interested reader to the collection of papers edited
by Baecker (Baecker, 1993) and the article by Greif (Greif, 1994) for more details on CSCW.
Information Agents and Cooperative Information Systems
An information agent is an agent that has access to at least one, and potentially many inform-
ation sources, and is able to collate and manipulate information obtained from these sources
42in order to answer queries posed by users and other information agents (the network of inter-
operating information sources are often referred to as intelligent and cooperative information
systems (Papazoglou et al., 1992)). The information sources may be of many types, including,
for example, traditional databases as well as other information agents. Finding a solution to a
query might involve an agent accessing informationsources over a network. A typical scenario
is that of a user who has heard about somebody at Stanford who has proposed something called
agent-oriented programming. The agent is asked to investigate, and, after a careful search of
various FTP sites, returns with an appropriate technical report, as well as the name and contact
details of the researcher involved. A number of studies have been made of information agents,
including a theoretical study of how agents are able to incorporate information from different
sources (Levy et al., 1994; Gruber, 1991), as well a prototype system called IRA (information
retrieval agent) that is able to search for loosely speciﬁced articles from a range of document
repositories (Voorhees, 1994). Another important system in this area is called Carnot (Huhns
et al., 1992), which allows pre-existing and heterogeneous database systems to work together
to answer queries that are outside the scope of any of the individual databases.
Believable Agents
There is obvious potential for marrying agent technology with that of the cinema, computer
games, and virtual reality. The Oz project6 was initiated to develop:
‘… artistically interesting, highly interactive, simulated worlds … to give users
the experience of living in (not merely watching) dramatically rich worlds that
include moderately competent, emotional agents.’ (Bates et al., 1992b, p1)
In order to construct such simulated worlds, one must ﬁrst develop believable agents: agents
that ‘provide the illusion of life, thus permitting the audience’s suspension of disbelief’ (Bates,
1994, p122). A key component of such agents is emotion: agents should not be represented
in a computer game or animated ﬁlm as the ﬂat, featureless characters that appear in current
computer games. They need to show emotions; to act and react in a way that resonates in
tune with our empathy and understanding of human behaviour. The Oz group have investig-
ated various architectures for emotion (Bates et al., 1992a), and have developed at least one
prototype implementation of their ideas (Bates, 1994).
6 Concluding Remarks
This paper has reviewed the main concepts and issues associated with the theory and practice
of intelligent agents. It has drawn together a very wide range of material, and has hopefully
6Not to be confused with the OZ programming language (Henz et al., 1993).
43provided an insight into what an agent is, how the notion of an agent can be formalised, how
appropriate agent architectures can be designed and implemented, how agents can be pro-
grammed, and the types of applications for which agent-based solutions have been proposed.
The subject matter of this review is important because it is increasingly felt, both within aca-
demia and industry, that intelligent agents will be a key technology as computing systems
become ever more distributed, interconnected, and open. In such environments, the ability of
agents to autonomously plan and pursue their actions and goals, to cooperate, coordinate, and
negotiate with others, and to respond ﬂexibly and intelligently to dynamic and unpredictable
situations will lead to signiﬁcant improvements in the quality and sophistication of the soft-
ware systems that can be conceived and implemented, and the application areas and problems
which can be addressed.
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